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Tempesta's Dream is the story of an aspiring opera singer coming of age in Milan; a tender and moving love
story; a testament to the bonds of friendship; and, at its core, a tribute to the beauty, majesty and miracle of
opera.

Giovanni Tempesta always dreamed of becoming an opera tenor and one day singing from the stage of the
La Scala Opera House in his hometown of Milan, Italy. But with no real training, his dream has little chance
for fulfillment . . . One day, he meets and immediately falls in love with Isabella Monterone, a dark-haired
beauty, whose father, a very rich and powerful Milanese Judge, refuses to allow his daughter to date a
penniless musician . . . At the lowest part of his life, Giovanni comes upon the Casa di Riposo, a rest home
for musicians established by the great opera composer, Giuseppe Verdi . . . It is at the Casa Verdi that
Giovanni meets Alfredo del Monte, a blind, retired opera singer with a secretive past who gradually becomes
his mentor . . . Could Alfredo be the one person who could assist Giovanni in finding the break he needs? Or
is Giovanni destined to be on the cusp of reaching his life long dream, only to find failure? . . . Tempesta's
Dream, at its core, is an Italian opera love story. The author tells the story simply and swiftly with an ending
that is both an emotional and poignant moment of both "amicizia e amore" (friendship and love.)                    
                   
INSPIRATIONAL HISTORICAL FICTION NOVEL OF A YOUNG, ASPIRING OPERA SINGER
GROWING UP IN ITALY  

"The author's contagious love of opera and his faith in human decency sing through this loveable page-turner
of a story." 
-Susan Nicassio, Author of Tosca's Rome  

"An intelligent and entertaining lyrical journey . . . A rare, beautiful story with passion and opera pulsating
through each page. LoCoco has woven a unique novel with exceptionally developed characters, realistic
dialogue and a well-balanced narrative." 
-Penn Book Review         
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From reader reviews:

Dorothy Shuler:

Here thing why this specific Tempesta's Dream: A Story of Love, Friendship and Opera are different and
reputable to be yours. First of all studying a book is good but it really depends in the content of it which is
the content is as delightful as food or not. Tempesta's Dream: A Story of Love, Friendship and Opera giving
you information deeper and in different ways, you can find any e-book out there but there is no publication
that similar with Tempesta's Dream: A Story of Love, Friendship and Opera. It gives you thrill examining
journey, its open up your current eyes about the thing in which happened in the world which is probably can
be happened around you. You can actually bring everywhere like in area, café, or even in your way home by
train. When you are having difficulties in bringing the imprinted book maybe the form of Tempesta's Dream:
A Story of Love, Friendship and Opera in e-book can be your option.

Rudy Nixon:

The publication untitled Tempesta's Dream: A Story of Love, Friendship and Opera is the book that
recommended to you you just read. You can see the quality of the book content that will be shown to you
actually. The language that writer use to explained their way of doing something is easily to understand. The
author was did a lot of study when write the book, and so the information that they share to you personally is
absolutely accurate. You also might get the e-book of Tempesta's Dream: A Story of Love, Friendship and
Opera from the publisher to make you considerably more enjoy free time.

Isaiah Owen:

Would you one of the book lovers? If yes, do you ever feeling doubt while you are in the book store? Make
an effort to pick one book that you never know the inside because don't ascertain book by its protect may
doesn't work at this point is difficult job because you are frightened that the inside maybe not while fantastic
as in the outside look likes. Maybe you answer can be Tempesta's Dream: A Story of Love, Friendship and
Opera why because the great cover that make you consider concerning the content will not disappoint an
individual. The inside or content is fantastic as the outside or maybe cover. Your reading sixth sense will
directly direct you to pick up this book.

Phyllis Walters:

That reserve can make you to feel relax. This kind of book Tempesta's Dream: A Story of Love, Friendship
and Opera was bright colored and of course has pictures on the website. As we know that book Tempesta's
Dream: A Story of Love, Friendship and Opera has many kinds or type. Start from kids until young adults.
For example Naruto or Investigation company Conan you can read and think that you are the character on
there. So , not at all of book are usually make you bored, any it offers up you feel happy, fun and chill out.
Try to choose the best book for you personally and try to like reading that.
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